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	20 Recipes for Programming MVC 3: Faster, Smarter Web Development, 9781449309862 (1449309860), O'Reilly, 2011

	
		There's no need to reinvent the wheel every time you run into a problem with ASP.NET's Model-View-Controller (MVC) framework. This concise cookbook provides recipes to help you solve tasks many web developers encounter every day. Each recipe includes the C# code you need, along with a complete working example of how to implement the solution. Learn practical techniques for applying user authentication, providing faster page reloads, validating user data, filtering search results, and many other issues related to MVC3 development.

	
		These recipes help you:

		
			Restrict access to views with password protection
	
			Allow users to upload and save a file to your website
	
			Implement AJAX to allow users to see updated content quickly
	
			Validate form input to ensure the data you capture is what you expect
	
			Create thumbnails to preview images rather than view them full-size
	
			Give your web application the ability to change languages
	
			Use CAPTCHA to prevent automated programs from completing forms
	
			Make URLs more user- and search-engine-friendly with the MapRoute function
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Photoshop CS Timesaving Techniques For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Over 60 techniques that help you save time by…

	Installing plug-ins and downloading tool presets
	Customizing your workspace for the way you work
	Developing your own digital negatives using Camera RAW
	Getting it right the first time when preparing for printing

...

		

Photoshop Restoration & Retouching, Second EditionNew Riders Publishing, 2003

Learn to remove wrinkles, unwanted backgrounds or color casts, image flaws or 10 extra pounds so images look better than reality. Photoshop Restoration and Retouching, 2/E has been updated with new techniques, new projects, and new screenshots. It will take you through numerous step-by-step examples that...


		

The Right Stock at the Right Time: Prospering in the Coming Good YearsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Praise for The RIGHT STOCK at the RIGHT TIME
"A fundamentally good time to consider the strategies in this book. Macro-market timing, stock-specific approaches, money management revelations and intermarket analysis. Even better that it is written by someone who has actually done it himself." 
–Lindsay Glass, 
Global...





	

Lean Computing for the CloudJohn Wiley & Sons, 2016

	Applies lean manufacturing principles across the cloud service delivery chain to enable application and infrastructure service providers to sustainably achieve the shortest lead time, best quality, and value

	
		Applies lean thinking across the cloud service delivery chain to recognize and minimize waste
	...



		

High Performance Switches and RoutersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Learn to Design High Performance Switches and Routers for Today's Ever Growing Internet Traffic   

   As Internet traffic continues to grow, and demands for quality of service become more stringent, researchers and engineers can turn to High Performance Switches and Routers for tested and proven solutions. This...


		

Jess in Action: Java Rule-Based SystemsManning Publications, 2003
A practical handbook for anyone interested in programming rule-based systems and written by the creator of the popular Java rule engine, Jess, this book is structured around a series of large, fully developed practical examples of rule-based programming in Java. After the topic of rule-based systems is introduced, software developers and...
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